
                                                 Chapter Seven

     While they were eating the hot dog they watched the blonde lady trying 

to flag a taxi. None of them seemed interested in stopping for her. After a 

while one stopped.

     “Let her get out away from us and then we need to follow her. Let’s fly up 

on that pole and see which way she goes from here.” 

     Carlos immediately flies up toward the pole but before he can land he 

sees the cab take off. The wind is blowing just enough to keep Carlos 

suspended without having to extend energy flapping his wings. While the cab 

was already moving, Carlos and Bernie had no problem keeping up with it in 

the slow afternoon Washington traffic. The big problem is not getting it 

mixed up with one of the other yellow colored cabs. There are several of 

them on the same street, going the same way and they are close together.

     The cab they have been following stops at an office building and Carlos 

circles until the blonde departs the cab. Only it wasn’t Blondie, it was some 

fat guy in a business suit getting out of the cab. The cab pulls away from the 

curb.
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     “It’s not her. It must be that one up in front at the stop light. Go up 

close and fly low so I can see in the window. Hurry, it may not be her.”

Carlos turns on the speed and in a few seconds is along side that cab. It is 

not her either. There is a lady and a small girl inside and the little girl starts 

jumping up and down at seeing a mouse piloting a crow down a Washington 

street.

     Carlos turns in a steep angle, gaining altitude and looking for more cabs. 

There are two more on the same street ahead of them. One is turning right 

and the other is going straight. “Follow the one that turned. We can come 

back to this street if it is not her.”

     A red light caught the cab one block ahead of them. Carlos came in low 

and luckily the blonde is looking out the other window as Bernie and Carlos 

passed, the cab starts pulling away from the light. The cab driver wasn’t 

looking the other way however. “What the hell????” upon seeing Bernie and 

Carlos and the cab screeched to a complete stop causing the cars behind him 

to crash into the cab or run upon the curb or into each other. Carlos sailed 

on up to the nearest pole and perched there to watch the activities. 

     The local news that night reported a drunken or crazed cab driver, who 

could barely speak English, reporting a mouse riding a crow flying by his 
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window. His passenger would not make any comment saying she did not see 

anything and felt like the driver was delusional.

     The police investigation took so long that evening that Bernie and Carlos 

grew tried of waiting on the Blonde to leave the scene and were just about 

ready to start looking for food. It was good they did not leave however. 

Blondie had been on her cell phone very impatiently pacing up and down 

beside the cabs and dented cars and walking around all the cops.  

     Shortly three SUV’s pull up to the curb and several guys jump out looking 

all around and talking into their sleeves.  One of them walks straight over to 

Blondie. “That’s Paul, Carlos; he is the one that was in Del Rio. He is the one 

chasing Ralph.”

     He had no more than finished saying that when Blondie, points a finger 

right at them. Bernie jumped he was so startled by that action. He did not 

think Blondie knew they were there. “She’s pretty good, Carlos. We had 

better watch her. She is a lot better than Paul.”

    Paul looks at them for several seconds then starts talking into his sleeve. 

All the men in suits with the magic sleeves start toward the SUV in unison, 

as if Paul said “Forward march.” Blondie got into the same van as Paul. Luckily 
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it is a different color than the other two. It pulls into the slow moving 

traffic.

     Carlos and Bernie sail down and landed on the roof. Carlos whispers to 

Bernie, “Let see where they are going without doing all the work I have been 

doing.”  Darkness was falling and keeping up with them would be very 

difficult. This way they would at least be able to stay with them.

     They soon came to what looked like a country estate. This cost far more 

than any agent could earn on a government salary so they were pretty sure it 

was some type CIA Agents quarters or Paul may be into some other 

endeavors. As buttons were pushed or some code sent out, the metal fence 

started rolling open and the SUV had barely enough room to get through 

when they reached the gate. The SUV must have done this a few time 

because it never slowed down and before the SUV had even cleared the 

gate, the gate reversed its direction starting to close.

     “Carlos lets fly around to the back of this place before the van stops, ok? 

Maybe they will not see us and we can get inside the place at a back 

entrance.” Carlos immediately lifted them off the top of the SUV and flew 

up and over the large, spacious, colonial type home.
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     At the very back was a porch coming off a second story room. There 

were chairs and tables out on this deck. Without changing speed, Carlos 

banked and dove for the open doorway, no problem at all getting through it, 

and then he went sailing through another interior doorway that opened into a 

hallway. At the end of the hallway was the stairs leading to the first floor. 

The voices of Paul and Blondie reached the ears of Carlos and Bernie just 

after they landed. Bernie told Carlos, “Maybe you better stay up here 

because they will be able to see you. I can get under the furniture and hear 

what they have to say. If you have to fly away keep coming back to the 

upstairs porch, ok?”

     “Sure, you got it. I will not go very far. You be careful Bernie.” Carlos 

flew back the way he had come in.

     Bernie was down the stairs and in the living room before Paul completed 

pouring the drinks. Shortly he handed Blondie her drink and both had a seat 

across from one another. Bernie was under a chair where he could see Paul. 

The girl was seated right over Bernie, She said,” So I can go back to the hot 

dog stand and set up the mouse and crow for capture. You need to be 

thinking about how to do it and just where they should meet you.” 
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     The guy was looking at the girl; apparently he was worried about her 

knees or legs as he kept staring there.

     “Paul, they were right there in the park, talking to that drunk.  Then they 

landed on the very bench I was sitting on and the mouse said he could tell 

that I was not reading the paper. How did he know? Do you think my cover 

has been blown? Am I in trouble? Could the pigeon have told him about me?”

     “Honey, I am sure the pigeon told the rat far more than he should have, 

maybe blowing some of our agents cover. That is all the more reason to ki,,,, 

terminate the contact on this agent. It is not working out. Do you really 

think they followed us here?”

     “There is no doubt. They are here. I can sense their present. The mouse 

is for sure and maybe the crow is upstairs or something. Do you have any 

mouse traps?” asked Blondie. 

     “He too smart for that darling as I saw that rat down in Del Rio and 

looked him in the eyes. He’s very smart.  We should make sure that any 

employment for the three of them is terminated and the evidence is placed 

in the foundation of one of our many new building going up at our facilities, if 

you get my drift.” 
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     Paul was still concerned about her legs, looking them up and down. Maybe 

she had hurt them in the accident; however, they looked ok as far as Bernie 

could tell.

     “Paul, that mouse told me that if you would let the pigeon, who he called 

Ralph, work with the Border Patrol down in Del Rio, that they would go away 

and promise to work for the government and you could have constant contact 

with the Border Patrol about them and their work habits. That sounds like a 

good plan to me. The crow said he even had an employee number and received 

a paycheck from the federal government. What do you think about that?” At 

least Blondie was keeping her word that she would ask.

     Paul was now looking at his empty glass, more concerned with it now than 

with Blondie’s legs. He got up and started mixing some more of the liquid 

from the bottles, “You want another one, doll?” as he was pouring his.

     “No, not right now.  I think dinner has been served on the veranda. Shall 

we?” pointing out toward the patio area.  Bernie stayed back out of sight 

willing to go out later. He wanted to hear them if they spoke about Ralph.

     When Bernie finally got out on the patio their food had been served. 

Bernie gasped. It looked like cooked birds on the plates. Not Ralph, he 
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thought, surely not Ralph. He had seen the hawk eating a pigeon on the jail 

roof so maybe pigeons tasted good to humans as well as hawks. 

     “Paul, this quail is delicious. Glad you though of it” said Blondie. 

      Oh, thought Bernie, thank goodness its quail not pigeon. 

      She continued, “You never answered me about the pigeon going back to 

Del Rio to work for the Border Patrol. Do you think that would be ok?”

      “I don’t like it. The Border Patrol bunch is fat and lazy and would not 

look after our interest in this top secret weapon. It will never be missed and 

I don’t want this one coming back to haunt me at a later date. By that I 

mean, if the pigeon turns and joins another country secret service, we may 

have a real problem. No, it is better to take care of the matter while we 

have the pigeon in our possession. It looks too much like a host of others to 

try and catch again. We were lucky at the hot dog stand the other day when 

we caught it. Let’s double our watch if you think they are here.”

     “About the crow and the rat, both knowing as much as they do, should not 

continue to be running around loose either.”  Paul continued to eat without 

missing a chew. “If the crow is really on the government payroll we will have 

to be careful there. I will have to check with some people on that.”
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     Ralph is here thought Bernie. I need to find him fast, hopefully before 

the two of them can finish dinner.
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